V
SUMMATION OF CONFERENCE
Professor Waite: We have now reached the point of Summation of
this Conference. Our first speaker will be Dr. Donald F. Hornig of
Harvard.
Dr. Hornig: In the last two days we have heard a variety of discussions concerning the adequacy and administration of both state and
federal laws relating to toxic substances. It must be plain to everyone
here that the topic of environmental law and toxic substances embraces a whole series of very diverse concerns—water resources, clean
air, wetlands, the workplace, consumer products and environmental
health, among others. We have been talking about many different problems which affect different classes of people and include many different
classes of cost. They affect the wellbeing of various communities and
geographic areas in differing ways. It is doubtful whether there are any
simple answers to how one can deal with all of these problems. Nonetheless, we have heard that the problems will not go away and must be
coped with somehow.
Yesterday we heard about the State situation and today about the
Federal one. I must say that it is not yet clear to me how the two
interface and what the division of responsibilities and enforcement authority is. I am not sure it is to anyone else either.
What emerged in yesterday's discussion is that the State problem is
much closer to communities and people. It must deal with Chesapeake
Bay, streams and rivers and wetlands. It must be responsive to local
economic effects and must find ways to bring people into decision making and enforcement. The speakers seemed to share a feeling that the
general legal framework, in terms of the scope and basic adequacy of the
legislation, was in place. The problem of patchwork and fragmentation
was raised on both days. I was a little startled yesterday when it was
pointed out that there was a framework for joint action and that it was
possible in the State of Virginia to hold a hearing in which 40 agencies
and the Federal government could simultaneously be represented. I
don't know whether I should be cheered because they can be brought
together or bothered by the number of agencies involved.
What emerged in the discussion yesterday was that if the laws are
adequate and the framework is adequate there was real concern as to
whether, in fact, money was available to do what the laws made possible
and whether enforcement was achievable. The question was raised
whether in fact the Toxic Substances Information Act was a successful
tool for assembling the needed information or whether, by having a
Class I danger list, it in fact discourages people from supplying information because the Class I list has become an action list rather
than an information list. This is a question that applies to potential
Federal actions, too.
There was general concern that there were no clear principles by
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which penalties could be enforced. Clear chains of cause and effect
could not be traced. There were only Common Law remedies which
were inadequate, and then there was no means of compensating victims.
The original feeling that things were well in hand in Virginia was modified when near the end it was stated that yes, oil spills could still happen without being satisfactorily resolved and that a Kepone situation
could occur again.
I am going to be very brief in my further discussion because I have to
catch an airplane. Today we were much more involved with some very
basic principles. We saw again the picture of a very diffuse, generally
adequate, legal base but great controversy over the mode and mechanism
of the rule making procedures or enforcement procedures. We saw
sharp differences of view concerning the relation between questions of
risks and social and economic costs. There seemed to be agreement,
though, that there is a new and major problem for which new legal
tools must be fashioned. Since World War II the volume of biologically
active materials that we have to deal with has grown so rapidly, and
most of it has not been through the ordinary evolutionary biological
screen, that there is little dispute that effective means of dealing with
it is needed.
It seems to me that an issue that ran through the whole day's discussion was how to deal with the problem of inadequate scientific
knowledge and the constantly changing character of what is thought to
be known. Ms. King said enough information was available. If so,
I do not know where to find it. The fact is that most of the epidemiology
available is inadequate. Test data is being improved rapidly, largely
under the stimulus of the new laws, but most of the carcinogenic test
data available in the literature is inadequate, too. Of course, for most
substances it doesn't even exist. The problem that all the agencies face
is how to proceed from very inadequate knowledge to any kind of
action. It is a very difficult question when the economic and human
costs involved may be substantial.
Another related issue is how to deal with risk quantitively. Alternatively, the question was raised whether risk should be dealt with
quantitively. Should one say I will accept no risk at all as we heard in
the OSHA presentation? Should we say a worker should be exposed to
no risk from a toxic substance? Or alternatively, even if one skips
words like acceptable risk, should all risk be treated in the same way,
even when we know there is a range of a million in potency between
saccharine and aflatoxin. Surely all risks can't be covered by exactly
the same phrases. Buried in all these discussions was how much risk
should produce what kind of action. Buried in that question was another
one. How should the risk from toxic substances relate to other risks
that are taken, either in life, in the workplace, or whatever? To what
risks should the hazards from toxic substances be compared? It was
pointed out that risks which are inflicted involuntarily are quite different from risks that are assumed voluntarily, but how they should be
related still needs to be faced.
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There has been repeated reference to cost-benefit analysis and to
some degree that may be a red herring. I have just come from a three
day conference on risk assessment and it is plain that risk assessment at
the moment can be worked at but can't be done. Risks can be identified,
illuminated and to some degree quantified but that is all. Similarly, some
of the costs can be assessed but usually, as has been pointed out, many
of them can't. And so in the end you can compare those parts of both
problems that can be translated into dollars or some common currency.
Otherwise the cost and benefits, the risks and benefits, can only be
compared in terms of values or general political principles. My first
comment about either risk-benefit or cost-benefit analysis as a formal
decision-making device is that since it can't be done one shouldn't
spend too much time on it.
On the other hand there is a general issue which cannot be ignored,
which is how do you relate the effect—the lives saved, if there are lives
saved, or the degree to which is health improved to the other consequences of one's action. Moreover, it usually isn't a simple weighing
on a single scale. Many of the questions in our society relate, and this
came up many times, to who is helped and who is hurt and what kind
of incentives you provide to the system to do things better.
I didn't hear any resolution of those questions. I heard a general
feeling in our discussion that the routes we have adopted thus far, in
the adversary process, in lengthy item by item litigation, seem to be
unsatisfactory to everyone concerned. It was said and well said that
generic approaches would be much more satisfying if only one knew
how to move soundly. This gets back to the matter of inadequate
knowledge. If one could establish the principles on which to make a
sound generic approach, it is the only way to deal with thousands on
thousands of substances.
I believe these are the main factors that arose, but I'm sure the
other summarizers will add more.
In closing, I would like to say that I think this conference was
eminently successful in bringing onto the floor, most of the time in a
very reasonable and reasoned way, the most salient issues and the most
pressing problems.
What has been pointed up is the general legal question of how you
relate present events and present risks to damages which occur twenty
years down the pike when there is no direct chain between the causer
and the effector. If I do something which produces a weak carcinogen
which may have some effect on some people, how should that be related in law to a person who gets a cancer who might have derived it
naturally or from my carcinogen? I have the impression that we have
not come to anything like an effective legal framework in which to deal
with that kind of question.
Thank you.
Professor Waite: Thank you. Our next summation speaker will be
Dr. Devra Davis of the Environmental Law Institute.
Dr. Davis: Thank you.
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Introduction
I very much appreciate the opportunity to be here, and I want to
thank Dean Spong, the College of William and Mary and the Virginia
Environmental Endowment for making this conference possible. I found
this conference on environmental law interesting, stimulating, and a
little frustrating because more questions were raised than can possibly
be resolved in this format. The interdisciplinary mix of the participants
here, ranging from science and engineering through economics to law,
reflects the complex array of expertise which toxic substances issues
require. This mix of expertise also explains why there may always be
unanswered questions in this field.
Toxic Substances, the Philosophy of Law and Popular Beliefs

Many of the remarks at this meeting belie the fact that environmental
science and economics constrain laws governing toxic substances. In
fact, the philosophy of law and common beliefs about hazards are also
limiting.
According to some philosophers of law, law is a properly conservative institution evolved to legitimate basic institutional and constitutional relationships of society—in a sense literally to remove those
relationships from constant challenges as to their legitimacy. To this
extent laws can be said to reflect social values rather than to create
them. And that is something that might be worthwhile to keep in mind
as we consider the topic of this conference, namely, "Are the Federal
Laws and State Laws Adequate and Are They Administered Adequately?"
Some critics of federal regulations may be distressed with what students of administrative law and discretionary justice readily acknowledge, namely, there are widely ranging discretionary authorities in those
laws. This may be exactly as it should be given scientific and economic
uncertainties.
Chart I, prepared by Gregory Wetstone of the Environmental Law
Institute, notes the diverse assortment of legislative measures dealing
with environmental hazards. No less than fourteen statutes and six
federal agencies have authority for these. These statutes offer a variety
of approaches, and they differ as to their specific guidance in determining
what is a "reasonable" action for a particular substance or situation.
Speakers here have alluded to the difficulties of tightening the network
of existing laws in Virginia and at the federal level. Regulation of
hazardous transport, changes in riparian rights for water, changes
perhaps in the duty to warn, better citizen access and participation have
been suggested as important improvements. On the statutory side, the
need for deterring risk and compensating for harm was well documented, as was the need for sanctions against those who withhold information about hazards. Also, modifications were suggested in the
Common Law tort system.
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It can be argued that problems posed by the two-year statute of
limitations in Common Law tort reflect an earlier time when public
health problems were quite different. While the statute of limitations
in Virginia runs five years for property damage, it runs only two years
for personal injury and accident. Gerry McCarthy told me this recently,
noting that one might infer that the state of Virginia values property
damage more than it does damage to humans. The differential in the
statute of limitations reflects public health problems that predominated
when the statute of limitations was first drafted. At that time, infectious
diseases and accidents characterized by rapid onset, acute manifestation
and quick resolution, comprised the most serious health problems.
Given the common low level exposures to toxicants, which can cause
chronic degenerative diseases, compensation statutes will have to be
revised to acknowledge the more complex etiology of those diseases
which are now the leading causes cf death and disability in this country.
While all toxic substances may not require at least twenty years of
latency until onset of disease, for occupationally associated cancers this
is a reasonable expectation. Of the I00 different diseases that cancer
comprises, most arc now thought to occur following long latency periods.
Cardio- and cerebro-vascular and reproductive failures which may be
occupationally related can also reflect long exposure times. Previously
it was not at all unusual to find a law with a two-year statute of limitations for determining that a person had been injured due to any environmental or occupational factor.
However, today's causes of death and disease are quite different.
The leading causes of death and disease are chronic, degenerative
diseases. Accidents are still a factor, but no less significant in their public
health impact than diseases such as heart disease, stroke, reproductive
failures, and various cancers. Given the fact that we have this change in
the public health picture, we should expect to find, as we will in fact
require, changes in the statute of limitations and in other parts of the
Common Law torts system to acknowledge the complexity of the leading causes of death and disability in this country today.
I think we face a related stress in developing environmental law
beyond these philosophical limits. We are suffering from a credibility
problem. Even in Virginia many people don't believe in toxic substances hazards. It is hard for people to realize that they are at greater
life-time risk from disease which cannot be seen and felt here and now
than they are from, say, accidents, with their immediate and acute
impact. People show enhanced environmental consciousness in the
wake of catastrophes. Indeed many of us here have been personally
touched by accounts of suffering reaped by toxic substances hazards.
But consider what reports you all recall most vividly about toxic
substances. Deaths, poisonings, inhalation of toxic fumes during fires,
sterility, birth defects and other relatively acute, immediate and horrid
events stand out; as do those rare cases that we hear of with people
suddenly developing a cancer or suddenly developing a heart problem
soon after a major occupational exposure. It is understandable then
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that people are skeptical about less sensational toxic substances hazards.
You don't sec, touch or feel them for the most part.
With radiation we had a similar situation which has changed somewhat. Radiation's adverse effects were known by some of its discoverers.
X-rays were the first scientific discovery to be published in the newspapers. And almost as soon as they were announced, both scientists and
laypersons started to say they were also a hazard. Some of the early
scientists who worked with it developed burns and bone cancer. Madame
Curie, who won the Nobel Prize for her work with radium as well as
another prize, died of cancer. During the 19th century, people who
painted the radium on watch dials had noted increased lip cancer. They
used their mouths to sharpen the paint brushes when painting the
dials. However, debates on the effects of radiation and radium continued until Horoshima. Only the biological atrocities following Hiroshima finally changed the character of the discussion on the effects of
radiation, although recent events suggest that much can still he debated.
Today it is safe to say that little Hiroshimas play comparable roles
in public understandings of toxic substances and in the laws that have
been crafted to control the use of those toxic substances. Unfortunately,
once the mushroom clouds subside, the event and its effects are given
less attention. The problems easily slip away as though they don't
exist.
Limits in Environmental Economics
These credibility and philosophical constraints are in turn exacerbated by the limits in scientific, technical, and economic information
about environmental hazards. For instance, in the area of evaluating
cost of regulation or cost of environmental control, we've heard a lot
of discussion that reflects the lack of well developed methodology for
understanding and assessing economic costs and benefits. I would argue
that we are paying now for not having had preventive policies in the
past.
Let me note what the lack of prevention now costs for only two
diseases. According to the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute
Fact Book for Fiscal Year 1977, for heart disease, direct costs such as
hospitalization, drugs and medical care ran $16 billion in 1975. The
total cost for heart disease was $50.4 billion, and that total cost only
includes hospitalization, worker days lost, and some notion of premature death with a discount rate. The cost of cancer totaled almost
$23 billion in 1975 for hospitalization, worker days lost, and some
notion of premature death. Often, when people consider industrial
costs for environmental control, health benefits such as the reduction
in health care costs are not taken into account.
We have serious problems in calculating cost because of the inadequately developed methodology in health economics. Problems abound,
such as those economists call inter-temporal equity and fairness, which
mean among other things that you have people experiencing cost cur-
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rently, while benefits accrue in the future. It is not possible for economic
analyses to estimate the value of irreversible effects that may be introduced into the environment. Traditional analysis is not designed to:
• compare risks borne by workers with the benefits received by
consumers;
• account for the present value of preventing future diseases;
• balance the savings of lives against chemical innovation or restrictions.
A recent study by the Environmental Law Institute, "Three Case
Studies in Environmental Regulation" (1979), prepared for the Department of the Interior, underscores some of the problems of costbenefit assessment as applied to environmental regulations. In an
analysis of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration's standard setting for coke oven emissions, the Institute noted that the Occupational Safety and Health Act does not require any direct assessment of economic effects as standards are established.
When OSHA promulgates a standard involving toxic materials the
OSHA Act directs the agency to:
.. set the standard which most adequately assures, to the
extent feasible, on the basis of best available evidence, that
no employee will suffer material impairment of health or
functional capacity .. .
Clearly, the agency is to focus on workplace health risks rather than
environmental or other types of risk. Furthermore, benefits, i.e., reduction in adverse health effects, are to be given greater emphasis than
costs although feasibility does imply that costs are to be considered.
Recognizing that health impacts are difficult to quantify, few policy
makers are willing to attach explicit values to health risks; and the coke
oven decision was no exception. Only if complete data were available
on the expected costs of regulation and the expected benefits from the
standard could the valuations implicit in policy decisions be derived.
The OSHA coke oven standard is unusual in that parts of both pieces
of information are provided in the Inflationary Impact Statement (IIS)
prepared for OSHA. Using this partial information the costs of the
regulation were estimated to range from $240 million to $1.2 billion
per year. The benefits, measured in terms of worker lives saved from
lung cancer per year, were estimated to range from 26.6 to 240 lives
saved per year.
OSHA avoided explicit determination of the value placed on environmental risk by declining to accept any one estimate of benefits. In
addition, they decided not to apply cost-benefit techniques to the
standard, stating that there was no agreement among economists as to
the proper method for valuing human lives and that is is inappropriate
to "establish a dollar value on the benefits of the standard."
Despite OSHA's assertions about economic uncertainty, the Council
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on Wage and Price Stability (CWPS) in oral and written comments
to OSHA argued that the existence of the numbers and the fact that
OSHA was going to promulgate the standard implied a valuation of
the health risks from coke oven emissions. By dividing alternative estimates of workers expected to be saved from lung cancer by a range of
cost estimates, CWPS calculated that the coke oven standard could
cost between $4.5 million and $158 million per life saved per year.
Based on what CWPS considered to be extremely high costs relative to
the implicit value of lives assumed by other government regulatory
programs (for example, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration uses an estimate of $240,000 per life saved per year), they
requested OSHA to consider alternatives to the standard that might
achieve the same effect at lower cost for OSHA. Using this partial information the costs of the regulation were estimated to range from
$240 million to $1.2 billion per year. The benefits, measured in terms
of worker lives saved from lung cancer per year, were estimated to range
from 26.6 to 240 lives per year.
Several problems can be noted with the IIS and CWPS determinations:
• These determinations understate health benefits, because they do
not include estimates of other cancer deaths (of which prostate,
pancreas and large intestine cancers are significant), deaths from
other chronic disease, or sickness rates (morbidity) for exposed
coke oven workers. All of these health effects from coke oven
exposure can be expected to be reduced once the standard is
implemented; and none of these has been quantified to date,
• Estimates of these health risks for coke oven construction and
repair workers, coal gas workers, exposed neighboring populations,
and the general population are omitted. There are major difficulties in obtaining all of these health risk data.
• Economic analyses to date have been framed around limited
epidemiological studies on coke oven worker risks of lung cancer.
Having not been quantified, estimates of the standard's non-cancer
health benefits for other affected groups have not entered into these
economic assessments. As a result, the figures generated overstate
the ratio of costs to benefits.
Limits of Environmental Science
What does it mean to estimate an average risk in environmental health
where the average exposure for a coke-oven worker is taken, divided by
an estimate of the total U. S. population, to come up with an average
for the exposure of the total U. S. population? This is then divided by a
factor that takes into account the lower dose in order to determine an
average figure of expected cancer death. It tells you only that either
you're a statistician or that you are being silly, because you cannot
expect those averages, in fact, to occur.
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Averages don't tell us much when you take into account a duck
hunting story recently told by an eminent bird watcher. The hunters
fired two shots. The first shot was a foot behind the duck. The second
shot was a foot in front of the duck. On the average, the duck was dead.
We have some real problems in quantitative analysis in the entire
area of risk, economics and health. We tend to focus on the costs that
we bear now because we pay for them now, unless we are the federal
government—in which case we borrow and then other people pay for
them. But basically, the costs are paid now and are felt now. Presentations here have made quite clear, and certainly the residents of the
James River and the fisher people of the James River can tell you, the
clean-up costs far exceed the costs of any original control strategies.
Students of environmental health have been confounded for years by
the scientific requirements that likely causal links be established between
specific environmental pollutants and particular health effects. Because
no environmental pollutants occur in isolation from other pollutants
this demand has had the effect of forcing reliance on supposedly definitive animal tests that show that such and such a substance causes
such and such a disease. Well, such and such a substance probably does
cause such and such a disease in animals, but humans are not ever
exposed to single substances. They are exposed to multiple substances
and they have genetic backgrounds that are different as well.
So we tend to rely on human epidemiological studies. And as Peg
Seminario pointed out, if we were to rely on epidemiological studies we
would wait another twenty or forty years for more definitive findings
before we could take any action at all. These studies are frequently
vulnerable to criticisms that some other phenomenon than the one
you've studied really explains the results. Toxicological data from
animals may be faulted in terms of a variety of criticisms, species
specificity, homogeneity of the animal population, inappropriateness
of the route of exposure or because once you get the final results it is
necessary to extrapolate from the high dose exposure of mice that only
live two years, to lower doses to which humans are exposed throughout
their lifetimes.
Conclusion
With what do all tbese caveats leave us? They bring us back to
reasonableness. As a general matter, determining reasonableness requires evaluations of available economic and scientific data. As an
ongoing project of the Environmental Law Institute makes clear, in
many cases the determination of reasonableness confronts regulatory
agencies with a broad assortment of potentially relevant factors. Before
a decision on reasonableness may be reached it is necessary to determine
which factors should be considered, what importance should be attached
to each, how conflicting priorities should be resolved, and how best to
deal with the diffuse, uncertain, and/or unquantifiable scientific and
technical information which may lie at the heart of the issue.
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It is in this context that we have had unfair expectations of our laws.
Given the limits of economic analysis and the limits of scientific
analysis with their focus on time constraints, markets and the epistemological and methodological dilemmas of environmental science, we
should lower our expectations of controlling toxic substances. We've
got problems and one of our biggest problems is that people don't believe that we've got problems because the things that are of concern
cannot be seen.
Environmental law can be expected to be no better than the quality
of information from which they were crafted. Right now we face a
situation perhaps best characterized as the balkanization of laws and
regulations protecting public health and the environment. This patchwork, this network as it has been called by various speakers, reflects
the absence of a unified, consistent understanding of the science and
the economics of environmental health.
We've got a complicated role for all of us to play. It points up the
importance of more elaboration of the basic methodologies in economics
and in science and in the law, so that ten years from now conferences
like this may not be necessary.
Thank you.
Professor Whitney: I personally deeply appreciate the input that
everyone has made to what I personally regard as a very successful
meeting. I don't think you measure the success of a meeting by whether
you have come up with completely formulated answers. It is unrealistic
to expect that.
I particularly want to express appreciation, and to remind everyone,
that this program was financed by the Virginia Environmental Endowment. It is the first of what I hope will be a promising series.
The two preceeding speakers have done a very complete job of
summarizing. I would like to make two points, though, which I think
might be constructive.
The first is what I call the "impossible burden of proof" dilemma
that we have here. Dr. Hornig, Dr. Davis and others have repeatedly
made the point that the scientific data, or the data that would conclusively satisfy a scientist as to causality, simply isn't available and
that the alternative of waiting the twenty to forty years to obtain such
evidence is intolerable as a regulatory and public health alternative. I
think that is perfectly valid. I would he surprised to encounter serious
dissent on that proposition.
But this doesn't exhaust the problem, because the alternative is not
to adopt regulatory action to protect the public health and environment
that has no discernable rationale or support. There has to be some kind
of showing, or to put it another way, a factual underpinning that is not
demonstrably nebulous or unprobative. There has to be some intermediate basis of predicating regulation on the best available data, carefully considered in the specific situation, that can be done within an
acceptable time frame. I personally believe that is what the Fifth Cir-
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cuit was talking about in this case that was discussed this morning, by
Mr. Voigt in particular.
Now all the Court really said was that you can't just assume that
reducing exposure from 10 to 1 parts per million as to benzene is a
worthwhile achievement regardless of cost. You have to demonstrate
there is some relationship of an identifiable public health benefit to
justify the cost, justify the loss of product that is entailed in such a
regulatory action. I think that is an important point. I personally will
be surprised if the Supreme Court overrules it. I think it is in the
essence of our system of law that there has to be some kind of substantial evidence to support regulatory action that has farreaching
economic consequences. It cannot be, we all agree, the perfect, the
scientific, the fully satisfying evidence. But it has to be more than
simply a presumption in favor of purity.
A very good example of this came up recently in which the EPA
advanced a new and more stringent photochemical oxident standard.
The EPA estimated it would cost on the high side approximately $9
billion to achieve the standard. The whole matter was reviewed by the
Office of Wage and Price Stabilization which has a regulatory subdivision that analyzes the economic impacts of proposed regulatory
action. They disagreed with the EPA estimate and said it would cost,
on the high side, $18.4 billion. But the thing that was really critical was
that EPA had not advanced any quantification of the public health
benefit that would result from or justify this tremendous cost. It was
again a presumption that purity is worth whatever it costs.
Now this gets into the other point that I want to make, and that is
this business about the economic factors. I think that where you are
talking about human suffering, human lives, and so forth that the
society should pay as much as it can to protect public health so long
as the money is well spent. I think regulatory systems that waste limited
resources are counter-productive to the objectives we all want.
I ask you to consider another specific example involving the EPA.
I think everyone here knows that the Congress recognized last year
that EPA was not doing an adequate job with respect to pesticides.
EPA itself admitted that they weren't. Mr. Costle testified at great
length and he requested several amendments that were part of the Administration's bill to reform pesticide registration. The Congress duly
enacted them. One provision was generic registration and simplified
registration procedures, a method Congress enacted to enable EPA to
register the basic 1,400 or 1,500 active ingredients rather than 55,000
end-use products. Very sensible. The other provision recognized that
the data base even for those 1,400 or 1,500 were not really adequate because of data gaps, obsolete data and the progress that Dr. Davis has
talked about in more sophisticated testing procedures. To solve that
problem without just putting pesticides out of business, the conditional
registration provisions were enacted which said that if you were on a
compliance schedule which would effectively meet all the data gaps,
that under certain controls and restraints, you would be permitted to
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have conditional registration for this basic chemical. There was also
the discretion that I always thought EPA had before, but which they
didn't seem to think they had, to waive efficacy data, particularly with
regard to agricultural pesticides. Well, EPA got that authority, too.
What has happened? The law became effective on September 30, 1978.
Since approximately 1975, the Agency has been working on guidelines
on the registration of pesticides and of course those were all drafted
under the terms of the prior law that did not have these three improvements that I have just described. Did the Agency tear them up? No.
They continued, after the passage of the Act, to publish these, to require comments on obsolete regulations or run the risk of waiving the
opportunity to comment. EPA did an economic impact analysis based on
what was by definition obsolete, unrevised regulation. Now that is a
serious waste of resources, and there are countless examples of this.
That is the kind of thing we can take away from a meeting like this
in the way of reform. In just plain professional football terms, reform in
the execution of what I think to be perfectly adequate laws. Unfortunately, these laws are not really in all cases being implemented in
the fashion that is possible to achieve effective regulation. So at the
bottom line I think there is a dimension of economic accountability that
is vital.
One final thought and then I will pass on to Professor Brion who has
some thoughts about yesterday's presentations. The final thought is, and
Dr. Hornig alluded to this, how do we get some kind of generic approach
to this whole matter of toxic substances? The OSHA cancer policy is one
effort to do that. Now, in that connection one of the reasons that I
think the OSHA cancer policy probably will never really fly, in its
present form at least, is that it really attempts to do too much and to do
things which do violence to our system of law. Now take for example,
the assumption that, if the cancer policy becomes final, there would be
foreclosed from any consideration the issue of "no threshold" for a
standard once the determination is made that a substance is a "suspect
carcinogen". Now, there simply is no such power in the OSHA. The
Act does not give OSHA this power to ban a substance. There is no
Delaney Clause in OSHA. Yet, by what has to be viewed, by third
persons who have no financial interest, as a kind of an Agency arrogation of statutory power that OSHA was not given, the Agency is seeking to exercise power that Congress has not delegated to it. Now that
is a mistake and it is counter-productive to the achievements of legitimate
goals: some kind of generic, effective regulation.
Those are my reflections after what, I repeat, I think was an excellent
meeting. Again I express my appreciation to all of you.
Professor Brion: I'd like to look briefly at a slightly different aspect
of what came up as a general theme in yesterday's presentations and
how it carries over into the discussion today. The viewpoint yesterday
was more structural, that is, looking at institutions and their jurisdictions, rather than the substance of regulation, which is more in the

